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March 20, 2020 – Friday Follow-up! 

 
Chromebook-Cleaning 
Last night, we heard that the District has asked for volunteers to go to the sites next week to disinfect 

Chromebooks and distribute them to students. At this time, our understanding of the members’ role in 

the Chromebook distribution is that the District is going to send a survey to teachers asking if they know 

how many students have laptops/computers at home (to establish how many Chromebooks need to 

be distributed and to whom). They are also asking admin to be at sites of food distributions centers 

and/or sites for distribution (as essential employees) – It is our understanding (and Matt Wayne has just 

confirmed) that only the admin would be asked to distribute the Chromebooks. That said, the district 

can ask for volunteers, but people should not feel obligated to go if they feel any risk at all. There should 

not be repercussions if people do not go in. Folks should take strong heed of guidelines throughout the 

state and follow them! 

In addition, as we continue to adapt to ever-changing circumstances, please remember that the 

messages we receive will likely also change every day – sometimes every hour! We MAY at some point, 

as "disaster service workers" (as defined by the government) be mandated to go in to provide services 

to continue to benefit the students we teach and our community. However, until such time as that 

happens (and we would be making sure we have a common understanding of: who/when/what/etc.; 

that we are mindful of laws, health concerns, household considerations, etc.; and that we 

communicate the discussion and outcome to members), you are not obligated to go in to the sites at 

this time. 

Negotiations: COVID and Calendar 
HEA and HUSD are finalizing a Memorandum of Understanding protecting our rights at this time, 

including clarifying work expectations, calendars/spring break, and expectations for what rooms/sites 

would like upon our students return. We will let you know when it has been completed and posted. We 

are also working closely with CTA - keeping informed and creating responses regarding changes in 

guidelines, date changes, etc., and updating the language/practices as we move along. We will share 

as we learn. 

Calendar negotiations continue and we will share results upon completion. 

Finally, once again we are so thankful to be working with all of you at this time. The district and students 

of Hayward are fortunate to have you all at the helm!  

March FRA Meeting Cancelled 
Due to the social distancing being observed, we will not be having a FRA meeting for the month of 

March. See you all when we return! 
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http://www.heahayward.org/
https://www.gov.ca.gov/2020/03/19/governor-gavin-newsom-issues-stay-at-home-order/
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HEA Election News 
Due to sites needing to close and the social distancing measures we are observing, the election 

timeline has changed to allow your representatives the flexibility to conduct our HEA Board and 

NEA/RA elections. Please see the attached updated election timeline. This timeline will be posted on 

the HEA website and has been sent to FRA via email. The situation is fluid and there may be further 

updates. Please check the HEA website and look for communications from your FRA Rep. 

The ALCOSTA NEA/RA Election Timeline has also been extended. 

Golden Handshake Update 
It is our understanding that as it stands right now, the District, based upon their analysis of timing and 

benefits of the proposal to the district as well as to employees, will no longer be considering the 

Golden handshake for this year. We will let you know of details and if we hear anything differently as 

we learn them. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=13zf2M00gVszr_gWMK_j2zbymEdI5VCVm
http://image.cta-mailings.org/lib/fe8a1574766d017b7c/m/2/64973964-ad23-4220-b735-b9274fc31778.pdf

